
A not-so-lost art

How one traditional bookmaker has staked his place in a modern world

By Erin Haggett

Don Taylor’s handiwork can be found in some interesting places. It’s in the Hockey Hall 

of Fame, Toronto’s City Hall, the five-star Hazelton Hotel, Mr. Magorium’s Wonder 

Emporium, and wherever Buckingham Palace houses gifts presented to Queen Elizabeth 

II. Not quite what you’d expect for a career that many might consider less-than-

noteworthy in the age of computers, the Internet, and high-speed mechanical 

production. And those people would be wrong. After all, hand bookbinding has been 

around for nearly two thousand years and counting.

“So many people say to me, ‘Oh bookbinding, isn’t that a dying art?’ And I don’t agree 

with them...I’ve be at this thirty years—has it been thirty years? Wow—We’ve been 

through three recessions and we’re still here,”  asserts Taylor, who began experimenting 

with binding at tender age of eleven, eventually turning his hobby into a full-time career. 

“We have always been fringy. People still want us though. When they need what they 

need, they want us. Someone with a book to restore or a one-off presentation folder—

you can’t get that done by the [mainstream] publishing industry.”

Hand bookbinding is both time and labour intensive, so while commercial binderies can 

run through thousands of books each hour, Taylor sticks to small-scale custom work. 



“We do one thing or fifty things, but not ten thousand,” he says. “Our biggest project was 

nine hundred prop books for a restaurant, and it nearly killed us.”

Taylor and his two associates, Kate Murdoch and Reg Beatty, practice their craft five 

stories above the din of downtown Toronto, in a small studio housed in a converted 

warehouse building. Using traditional tools and techniques, and materials such as 

leather, cloth, and paper, the three laboriously construct and restore casings and 

bindings. “People often come in here and go, ‘God, it’s like stepping back in time.’ And I 

suppose it is,” says Taylor. 

A slight, soft-spoken man with kind eyes and greying hair, Taylor is perched on a stool 

in his studio, which is bright, inviting, and packed to the brim. Bookshelves line the 

walls, works in progress cover multiple tables, and antique machines blend into the 

woodwork. One of the few hints that visitors haven’t fallen into a nineteenth-century 

time warp is the small computer tucked into a corner. 

A closer look around betrays the fact that Taylor has crafted his niche to encompass 

more than simply binding books. In fact, Taylor attributes the success of his business in 

no small part to the variety of work he’s willing to take on. As an example, he walks over 

to a table, gently moves a dilapidated bible spine awaiting restoration, and picks up the 

stack of small cardboard squares that are sitting underneath.

They look a little like...coasters?



Taylor nods, explaining they are a newly commissioned project, and that these squares 

will soon be bound in leather, decorated, and boxed just in time to be given away as 

corporate Christmas gifts.

“Don is one of those rare people who can do it all, whether it is edition binding, photo 

albums, architects’ presentation pieces, restoration, design binding, or any of a huge 

number of variations on these,” says Shelagh Smith, managing director of the Canadian 

Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild, as well as Taylor’s former classmate. “Don can and 

does do it and does it well. He has even done period libraries of fake books for film or 

theatre sets.”

Despite his many talents, there’s one area that’s particularly close to Taylor’s heart. “It’s 

the least financially viable, but my favourite thing to do is the design bindings,” he says. 

These works are often commissioned by authors or artists to be a visual representation 

of what lies inside the book. They can be quite high-concept, such as the copy of Alice in 

Wonderland Taylor pulls from a shelf. He has combined paper, leather, paint, and ink to 

create a frenetic pink-and-orange cover with raised card suits on each side. When Taylor  

flips to the story’s tea party scene, “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” begins to play. He has 

hidden a small music box inside the book.



“I greatly admire Don's bindings; they are organic, dynamic and full of sensitivity to the 

text,” says Kate Murdoch, who has worked with Taylor for the past twenty five years. 

“He frequently has a humorous and irreverent approach to his work, which shines 

through in his designs.”

Whether he’s crafting fanciful design bindings, guestbooks for hockey and political 

luminaries alike, faux-library lobbies, enormous prop books for children’s movies, or 

gifts for the royals, Taylor’s work strikes a balance between traditional and current, 

keeping it relevant and in demand.

Although he admits he’s noticed some changes over the past few years—most notably a 

decline in demand for custom photo albums, coinciding with the digital camera boom—

Taylor remains optimistic about the future of hand bookbinding. “Whenever something 

drops away, something else flows in and we take a piece of that...I think the more online 

stuff there is, it just doesn’t matter. It doesn’t take away; it just adds.” 

He also has a few choice words for the naysayers. “Oh, the downfall of books—It’s 

nonsense. Bullshit. You can quote me on that.”


